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Introduction
On 8th June 2015, G7 members agreed that the decarbonisation of the global
economy should be completed by the end of this century and that it must include a
transformation of their own energy sectors by 2050. The G7 communiqué failed to
mention any particular fossil fuel, but the implication is clear: there is no future for
unabated coal in a world that is acting to avoid dangerous climate change.
This analysis looks at the current context of coal use in Italy and identifies how a coal
phase out can be accelerated. It is one of a series of reviews of each of the G7
countries.1

Headline messages
Italy can accelerate a transition away from the use of coal for electricity generation
over the next 10 years, but needs a clearer policy framework to secure a phase out:
>

Italy has a gas-heavy electricity sector with significant overcapacity and a rapid
growth in renewables, which accounted for 37.5% of electricity generation in
2014. Italy has 10GW of coal-fired electricity generation, which is the source of
close to 10% of Italy’s total CO2 emissions. Italy is almost totally dependent on
imports of coal, which make it the 3rd largest importer of coal in Europe.

>

Italy is expected to have eight coal power plants still in operation around the end
of this decade, totaling almost 8GW of capacity. Further rationalization of the
Italian power generation sector will be required over the coming years. This
should prioritise closure of coal capacity. At present, neither the Italian
Government nor the utility company Enel have a plan to deliver a phase out for
these last remaining coal plants. The Italian government holds a 25% stake in Enel,
so there is a particular responsibility on Enel to take a lead in acting on coal.

1

A working version of this paper was prepared in advance of the G7 summit, as an analytical input to Oxfam’s report ‘Let
them eat coal’. This revised and updated version integrates a new Figure 4 that incorporates updated data on plant
retirements and the status of the coal plant development pipeline across the G7 countries.
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>

Over recent years the Italian policy framework has been inconsistent, with
approval given to new coal plants and no clear timetable provided for reduced
emissions from the power sector beyond 2020. The government has also
proposed a new capacity mechanism which risks becoming a subsidy for
continued coal plant operation.

>

Following the G7 commitments on climate change and energy sector
transformation in June 2015, Prime Minister Matteo Renzi has recognised that
policy changes are required, and has admitted that “Some choices made in the
past have led paradoxically to an increased use of coal that today is our enemy.”

>

Proposals for the conversion of old oil-fired plants to coal have been defeated in
the courts over recent years. There are now just three remaining coal projects
under development, but the business case for new coal has now disappeared. The
combination of civil society opposition, legal challenges, and changes in market
dynamics mean that the government could easily now confirm that there will be
no new coal in Italy. This would be a simple first step towards a full transition out
of coal-fired electricity generation.

>

Indeed, Italy’s largest utility Enel announced in March 2015 a commitment to
gradually phase out its use of coal en route to becoming a carbon neutral power
company by 2050. As the owner of five of the most modern coal plants in Italy,
Enel has a particular responsibility to accelerate this action.

>

Enel has announced plans to close 23 power plants in Italy over the coming years
as a means of reducing overcapacity, however this includes just three of the
smallest and oldest coal plants. Two further coal plants owned by Tirreno Power
and Edipower are currently not operating due to permitting issues. This provides
an opportunity for their closure to be made permanent.

>

Applying a 35-year lifetime limit to the remaining coal fleet would see 5.6GW of
coal capacity remaining beyond 2025, with 2.3GW remaining beyond 2030. This
would be composed of the newest Italian coal plant at Torrevaldaliga Nord plus
one unit located at the soon-to-close Sulcis coal mine. These coal plants are
already at risk of becoming stranded assets in the context of further reductions in
CO2 emissions over the coming decades.

>

Improvements in energy security can best be achieved through phasing out fossil
fuels, further action on energy efficiency and the deployment of renewables. Italy
has a strong history of innovation and investment in renewable which now
provide 43% of electricity generation. However the current policy framework is
unclear, and action is required to define the pathway for renewables deployment
to 2030 as part of Europe’s drive for CO2 emissions reductions of 80-95% by 2050.

>

Italy has a relatively positive position among its G7 peers, but this reflects market
dynamics and the impact of civil society campaigns, rather than government
policy direction. The Italian government needs to grasp hold of the situation and
confirm a timeline for a coal phase out along with policies to ensure its delivery.
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Introduction to the role of coal in Italy
Hard coal production
Coal imports
Coal reserves
CO2 emissions from coal combustion
Change in CO2 emissions from coal combustion

0.32 Mtoe (2014)
13.76 Mtoe (2014)
10 Mt (2012)
60.4 Mt CO2 (14.6% of total
GHG emissions) (2012)
+9.7% (1990-2012)

Sources: Eurostat, Euracoal, IEA, Ministry of Economic Development

2

Italy consumed 13.47Mtoe coal in 2014, of which just 0.32Mtoe was produced
domestically. 13.76Mtoe (19.9Mt) was imported, of which 88% (17.57Mt) was steam
coal for power generation. Italy’s steel industry, which is the second largest in the EU
after Germany, was the principle user of metallurgical coal, but demand fell by 18%
compared to 2013 as a result of continued economic difficulties. Industrial sectors
were collectively responsible for 2.89Mtoe coal consumption, amounting to 21.47% of
total coal demand. In total, coal combustion accounts for close to 15% of Italy’s
greenhouse gas emissions, while providing 8% of total energy.
Italy has never been a major producer of coal. While the country produced about 1.52 Mt of coal per year during the early 1980s, production had dropped to negligible
levels by 1995 and has remained there ever since. Carbosulcis is the operator of Italy’s
only coal mine, Nuraxi Figus, which employed around 500 miners in 2012.3 The mine
has been struggling to remain profitable in the face of international competition and
is only kept alive by subsidies from the Region of Sardinia. The coal that it produces is
especially polluting - its sulphur content is up to 10 times greater than that of
imported coal. The mine is supposed to close by 2018 under EU state aid rules,4 but a
clear closure plan has yet to be confirmed.
Because there is virtually no domestic production of coal, Italy relies on imports to
cover its consumption. As a result, Italy is the third largest importer of coal in the EU
and has to pay a substantial import bill. In 2008, prior to the economic crisis, it spent
roughly $3.65bn on coal imports.5 As Italy is also a net importer of oil and gas, it is
very reliant on imports to cover its energy needs. Italy’s coal import sources are fairly
diversified, as shown by Figure 1 below. Its two most important suppliers are the US
and Russia, with import shares of 27% and 20% respectively.
Coal imports grew by 55% between the low point of 1993 and 2012, as Italy shifted
away from oil-fired electricity generation. This growth trend was broken by the 2008
economic and financial crisis, as the resulting economic contraction heavily impacted
on electricity demand and steel production, leading to a marked drop in coal imports.
While coal imports have risen again in recent years, they have not returned to pre2

http://dgsaie.mise.gov.it/dgerm/downloads/situazione_energetica_nazionale_2014_v4_con_allegati.pdf

3

2012 figures, http://www.ibtimes.com/sardinian-workers-occupy-italy%E2%80%99s-last-coal-mine-demand-governmentfunds-759161 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-19468947
4

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEX-14-1001_en.htm

5
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crisis levels. The coal sector is coming under increasing pressure from a combination
of energy efficiency measures, the expansion of renewables, and stagnant economic
growth. Coal imports decreased 13% from 2012 to 2013, and stayed at a similar level
in 2014.
Figure 1: Hard coal imports by country of origin (2014)

Source: Eurostat

Coal use in Italy’s electricity sector
Existing coal power plants
Total installed electricity generation capacity
Installed coal generation capacity
Peak electricity demand
Electricity generation from coal
CO2 -emissions from coal power generation

12 (26 units) (2015)
121.8 GW (2014)
9.44 GW (2015)
59.1 GW (48% of capacity) (2015)
43.5 TWh (13.5% of total) (2014)
38 Mt CO2 (40% of power sector
emissions) (2014)

Sources: TERNA, EEA, Eurostat, WWF6
Italy has had a long history of engagement in renewable energy technologies as a
result of its relative lack of domestic fossil fuels. During the 20th Century, Italy was one
of the pioneers of technology development for geothermal, hydroelectric and solar
power generation.
More recently, the share of renewable energy in Italy’s electricity mix has increased
significantly, reaching 37.5% of generation in 20147, having more than doubled its
electricity generation output in the period since 2007 (from 49 to 119TWh pa).8 Over
the same period electricity generation from fossil fuels has fallen by over 100Twh per
year, and in 2014 was at just 60% of its level in 2007 (from 259 to 157TWh).
6

WWF Italy (2015) Briefing document for conference ‘Parigi chiama La Spezia’, September 19 2015

7

Terna (Electricity Grid Operator) Electricity statistics

8

Italian Energy Authority statistics
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As a consequence of this continuing structural shift, fossil fuels currently still provide
the majority of Italy’s power generation, but this situation is changing rapidly, as
shown by Figure 2. It is notable, however, that the most significant reductions in fossil
fuel use in electricity generation have come from natural gas, with coal consumption
remaining fairly static. The impact on CO2 emissions has therefore not been as great.
Figure 2: Electricity generation by energy source (TWh)

Sources: TERNA, TSP Data Portal (for 1990 and 1995)

Uniquely among the G7, Italy had until recently relied on oil-fired power generation to
cover a significant portion of its electricity needs. However, as the oil price climbed
during the early 2000s prior to the economic crash in 2008, oil use had been reduced
as it became increasingly costly. Italy had previously sought to replace the use of oil
through the construction of nuclear power plants, but following the Chernobyl
disaster and a 1987 referendum this was ruled out. Most of the gap created by scaling
back oil power was subsequently picked up by gas, which increased its share from
18% in 1990 to over half in 2007, before receding to 37.5% in 2013 as additional
renewable energy generation capacity came online.
Coal has provided a lower but relatively stable share of Italy’s electricity generation
over the last three decades, as illustrated by Figure 2. While coal power had dropped
from 17% of the electricity mix in 1990 to 9% in 2000, it then increased as a number
of oil-fired units were repowered to use coal. By 2004, coal power once again
amounted to roughly 16% of electricity production. It has stayed at this level in recent
years, hovering between 13 and 16%. Despite their comparatively low share of
electricity generation, Italy’s coal power plants alone were responsible for close to
10% of the country’s total CO2 emissions in 2014.
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With 26 operational coal-fired generation units spread across 12 power plants, Italy
has a relatively small coal power plant fleet, but still manages to have two power
plants in the list of the ‘Dirty 30’ list of worst power plants for CO2 emissions in
Europe.9 Its current installed coal power capacity is 9442MW, or roughly 7% of total
generation capacity. 585 MW of this is set to close by 2019 at the latest under Enel’s
current plans (see below). The Vado Ligure plant, with 660 MW of coal capacity, has
had its environmental permit revoked in 2014 and is currently on standby. It is
uncertain if electricity generation will ever resume there. The Brindisi Nord plant
(640MW) is similarly on standby while it seeks a new permit to co-fire coal and
municipal waste at one of its units.
Recent years had seen new capacity additions, principally to replace old oil-fired units
with more efficient coal units. While much of Italian coal power capacity is outdated,
5.6 GW (58% of all coal capacity) is younger than 25 years and meets current EU
pollution control standards. 2.3GW is younger than 10 years and at risk of becoming a
stranded asset in the face of the need for further reductions in CO2 emissions over the
coming decades.
While Italian utilities, ENEL in particular, have invested in new coal power plants,
there is dramatic overcapacity in the Italian system. In 2014, peak electricity demand
didn’t even reach half of Italy’s generation capacity. This is putting downward
pressure on electricity prices, which impinges on the profitability of conventional
thermal power generation.10 As a result, Italy’s fossil power stations are running at
lower load factors and struggling to make a profit.
Furthermore, electricity prices in Italy are still higher than in its neighbouring
countries, meaning that electricity exports don’t offer a viable alternative. The fact
that Italy has imported 14.1% of electricity consumption in 2014 despite overcapacity
speaks volumes about the profitability of its fossil fuel plants. However, while coal is
being squeezed by the current unfavourable market situation it is not as badly
affected as oil and gas due to its position in the merit order. As a response to the
overcapacity problem, Enel has announced plans to close 23 power plants over the
coming years, however just three of these are coal plants, with the majority being oiland gas- fired units.

The coal-shaped hole in Italy’s energy plans
Italy’s Strategic Energy Plan11 proposes to meet the country’s 2020 climate objectives
primarily through an increase in energy efficiency. While Italy is also looking to
increase the share of renewable energy in its electricity mix to 35-38% by 2020, it is
planning to still rely on fossil fuels to cover most of its electricity needs in the near
future. While gas- and oil-fired power generation are set to be scaled back
significantly by 2020, the share of coal will remain “essentially unchanged” at 15-16%,
as shown in Figure 3.
9

Europe’s Dirty 30 NGO report; the two plants in question are South Brindisi and Torrevaldaliga.

10

http://www.ispionline.it/en/energy-watch/oversized-electricity-system-italy-12135

11

www.encharter.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Energy_policies_and_legislation/Italy_2013_National_Energy_Strategy_ENG.pdf
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Figure 3: Italy’s electricity mix according to the National Energy Strategy

Gross electricity consumption in TWh

Source: Italian Economics Ministry (2013) Italy’s National Energy Strategy

In 2013, the Italian government set out proposals to introduce a capacity market
based on competitive auctioning after 2017. 12 In view of the considerable
overcapacities of the Italian electricity system, the measure recognises that a
rationalisation of existing capacities is required first, but doesn’t place an emphasis on
the retirement of high carbon sources.
Were the capacity mechanism to be enacted in 2017, it risks providing subsidies to
fossil fuels without any discernible impact on security of supply. However in April
2015 the European Commission announced that Italy’s plans would be included in a
sectoral investigation into proposed capacity markets spanning 11 EU member
states.13 With increased regional cooperation on electricity transmission and
interconnection, the Commission is keen to ensure that national capacity measures
do not distort market signals, and are compatible with EU decarbonisation objectives.

The end of the road for new coal plants
The investment outlook for new coal power plants in Italy has worsened considerably
since the completion of the last major coal plant in 2010.14 Over the past five years,
plans for seven coal units equalling 3.65GW generation capacity have been shelved.15
Capacity additions amounting to 1.69 GW are currently in planning, as shown in

12

http://www.autorita.energia.it/it/com_stampa/13/130910.htm

13

http://uk.reuters.com/article/2015/04/29/uk-eu-energy-competition-idUKKBN0NK0YV20150429

14

http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Torrevaldaliga_Nord_power_station

15

http://endcoal.org/plant-tracker/
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Figure 4 below,16 but none of the projects has yet to fully complete the approvals
process. Given the continued overcapacity of the Italian electricity market, it is
unlikely that they will ever become reality. This provides a ready opportunity for the
Italian government to confirm that it will no longer accept proposals for unabated
coal plants.17
Figure 4: G7 coal dynamics 2010-2015

18

Source: Endcoal Global Coal Plant Tracker, additional figures for Japan from Kiko Network, retirement
calculations by E3G.

Figure 4 highlights how Italy is currently placed in a relatively positive position
alongside its G7 peers. The construction of the Torrevaldaliga Nord plant in 2010 can
already be seen to be the last investment in new coal in Italy. The cancellation of
previously proposed plants has saved Italy from the financial losses that are currently
enveloping German utilities.19
This is a significant shift in a short time period, which the Italian government must
now secure and use as the foundation for further action on coal. Looking back just a
few years to 2008, Enel still had massive coal power expansion plans. These plans
would have seen it convert all its oil power stations to coal,20 and included proposals
to construct a CCS demonstration unit at the Porto Tolle plant near Venice. But legal
battles against the Porto Tolle conversion as well as planned (Saline Joniche) and
16

http://action.sierraclub.org/site/DocServer/Coal_Tracker_report_final_3-9-15.pdf?docID=17381

17

Canada, the UK and the USA have all implemented policies of ‘no new coal without CCS’, but Italy has not moved beyond a
weak implementation of ‘capture readiness’ as required under the EU CO2 storage directive.
18

Canada retirement profile includes 1 plant closed in 2005 as part of the Ontario coal phase out programme.

19

See Carbon Tracker (2015), Coal: caught in the EU utility death spiral Enel has performed relatively better than its peers
due to its earlier decision to engage positively with the deployment of renewables.
20

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/23/world/europe/23coal.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
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existing (Vado Ligure) coal power plants have been won by NGOs on environmental
grounds.
Similarly, significant doubts surround the coal plant proposed for Sulcis in Sardinia.
This was proposed to be linked to Italy’s last remaining coal mine – yet this is due to
close by 2018 under EU state aid regulations.21 The new coal plant was proposed as a
CCS demonstration unit under the management of ENEA (Italian National Agency for
New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development). In 2014 the
Italian government committed support of €30/MWh for a period of at least 20 years.
This measure was then withdrawn as a result of an investigation initiated by the
European Commission due to an assumed violation of rules on state aid.22 Despite
other funding having been provided for a pilot scale CCS project at Sulcis, there are
now significant doubts as to whether the project will go ahead – and if it does, it will
need to use imported coal in any case, due to the scheduled closure of the mine.23
However the lack of direct government action to discourage the development of new
coal plants is an example of the disconnect between the Italian government’s broad
statements in favour of shifting the economy in a ‘green’ direction, and its failure to
put in place policies to deliver on this objective. As a consequence, Italy’s alignment
with its G7 peers owes more to market dynamics and NGO campaigns that to any
concerted effort on the part of policy makers to restrict the development of new
unabated coal. More positively, following the G7 summit Prime Minister Matteo Renzi
has recognised that policy improvements are required, and has stated that “Some
choices made in the past have led paradoxically to an increased use of coal that today
is our enemy.” 24 The Italian government needs to turn this into action by stopping any
further development of the remaining coal plant proposals.
Additionally, the current context provides Italy with a positive platform from which it
can develop a firm phase out plan – something which to date it has failed to do. As we
discuss further below, Enel now has plans to retire three small coal plants, but as yet
has not set out proposals for the rest of its coal fleet. This will be required in order to
accelerate a reduction in coal-fired capacity across Italy. The Italian government holds
a 25% stake in Enel, so there is a particular responsibility on Enel to take a lead in
acting on coal.

21

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEX-14-1001_en.htm

22

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-12-1242_en.htm

23

http://www.qualenergia.it/articoli/20150317-centrale-carbone-ccs-sulcis-quanto-ci-costi

24

http://www.youdem.tv/doc/277907/renzi-discussione-cambiamenti-climatici-diventi-priorit-politica-non-sprechiamotempo.htm
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Enel: Acting on coal?
In March 2015 energy market leader Enel announced its intention to accelerate
investments in renewables, energy efficiency, smart grids and electricity storage,
en route to carbon neutrality by 2050. Following dialogue with Greenpeace It
sought to reposition itself as a ‘progressive’ utility.25 Enel also committed to
“gradually phasing out further investment in coal.” But what does this mean?
Alongside this announcement, Enel set out its plan for the next five years. This
includes the closure of 23 fossil fuel-fired power plants in Italy, totalling 13GW.26
However, most will be oil and gas stations; with just three small old coal plants
included: Marghera (140MW), Genova (295MW) and Bastardo (150MW).
It should be pointed out that these closures would probably have happened
anyway. Marghera has been officially decommissioned in 2014, and has not
produced electricity since 2012. The Bastardo plant has practically stopped
producing electricity in 2014, although it is still officially operational. Two of
three Genova coal units had already closed by 2013 and the last one was set to
close by 2017, in line with its permit expiring.
Enel is not planning a major divestment from coal across its international power
plant fleet either: coal will still make up roughly the same share of its generation
portfolio in 2019 as in 2014. Because of an overall reduction in Enel’s capacity,
this will mean coal capacity falls from 15.48GW in 2014 to 12.07GW in 2019.27
While Enel's reorientation under its new CEO Francesco Starace (who formerly
headed the company’s renewables division) is very promising, the joint EnelGreenpeace statement in March 2015 noted that “there are still differences
when it comes to assessing the Group’s definitive withdrawal from coal
generation in Italy”. This will be a critical issue for continued vigilance going
forward, as Enel is yet to set out a plan for the closure of its coal plants.
It is easy to see why Enel is reluctant to scale back its coal power portfolio, as it
has invested heavily in coal power in the recent past. All but two of the coal
power stations that came online after 1990 (89% of the coal capacity installed in
that time), belong to Enel. The last Enel coal power plant entered operation as
recently as 2010 at Torrevaldaliga Nord. While Enel has promised to clean up its
act, it has a vested interest in continuing to use its largest and newest coal
power plants for as long as it can. This is unfortunate, as Enel could almost
single-handedly effectuate an Italian coal phase-out, if it wanted to. Enel alone
owns 7.3 GW, or 75% of all currently installed coal capacity in Italy.

25
26
27

http://www.greenpeace.org/italy/Global/italy/report/2015/energy/PR_Enel_Greenpeace_meeting_17.03.15.pdf
http://www.futur-e.enel.it/manifesto/impianti/
https://www.enel.com/en-GB-static/investors/presentations/doc/2015_01/Enel_ID_2015.pdf
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Accelerating the retirement of coal – what will Italy deliver?
The significant overcapacity in the Italian electricity market has led Enel to rationalise
its generating fleet. In March 2015 it announced a plan to close 23 power plants, but
this included just the three small coal-fired plants of Genova, Marghera and Bastardo.
Enel is now looking at whether its sites can be used for electricity generation with
‘cleaner’ fuel sources or renewables, or be converted to alternative uses.28
While Enel’s decision to close these three plants is a welcome move, their
restructuring plants fail to prioritise sufficiently the closure of coal capacity, which is
otherwise set to remain operational well into the 2020s (and beyond, in the case of
Torrevaldaliga Nord). Alongside these three Enel closures, the Italian government
should ensure that the plants at Vado Ligure and Brindisi Nord should have their
temporary closures turned into permanent retirement, as noted in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Coal plants close to closure

Owner
Enel

Plant
Genova

Tirreno
Power

MW
70
70
155

Age
63
63
55

Marghera 2
3
Bastardo 1

70
70
75

48
48
48

2

75

48

3
4

330
330

45
44

3
4

320
320

41
38

Vado
Ligure

Edipower Brindisi
(ex. A2A) Nord

Unit
1
2
3

Total

Status
Closed in 2012.
Closed in 2012.
Closure expected by end of 2017, but
been running at high utilization: almost
6000 hours in 2014.
Undergoing decommissioning in 2015.
Only 93 hours use in 2014. ENEL is
planning closure by 2019.
Only 13 hours use in 2014. ENEL is
planning closure by 2019.
Production halted by judicial decision in
2014, upgrades had been planned to
expand coal unit lifetimes, but future of
plant now uncertain. Tirreno Power are
seeking to restart operations.
On standby. Renewal of environmental
permit uncertain. Edipower is seeking
conversion of 1 unit to co-fire coal and
waste.

1885

Prospects for the last eight coal power plants
On the 1st January 2016 new air pollution standards will come into force in Europe
under the Industrial Emissions Directive (IED). The majority of Italy’s coal plants are
able to become compliant with the new standards, so Italy has not introduced a
transitional national plan to provide a longer transition period (unlike the UK).

28

http://www.italy24.ilsole24ore.com/art/business-and-economy/2015-04-29/a-new-life-for-enel-s-power-plants213753.php?uuid=AB3kjAYD
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However there is a notable difference in the age of the last eight Italian coal plants, as
detailed in Tables 2 and 3 below.
Table 2 highlights that three plants totalling almost 2 GW of capacity are already ripe
for retirement given that they have been operational for close to 50 years. The rapid
closure of these plants could therefore form the second priority action for Enel and
the Italian government if they were to take forward a formal phase out policy. Given
the continued growth in renewables and overcapacity of gas generation this can be
achieved on a rapid timetable, and could form part of an immediate set of actions
that Italy could offer to at the Paris climate negotiations in late 2015.
Table 2: Coal plants ripe for retirement

Owner
Enel

A2A

Plant
La Spezia

Unit
4

MW
600

A Palladio
(Fusina)

1

165

2
3
4
1
2

171
320
320
165
171

Monfalcone

Total

Age Status
47
Enel is planning to close 2 gas units
at La Spezia, but not the coal unit. A
local referendum in 1990 agreed the
plant would close by 2005, but this
didn’t happen following the
modernisation of the coal unit in
2000. It continues to be a significant
source of pollution and is the focus
for civil society campaigns.
51
Expected to continue operations but
should have its closure accelerated
55
by Enel.
42
41
50
Permission for NOx control
45
equipment given in 2014, but project
not yet completed – will need to
close without upgrading. A new coal
unit had previously been proposed.

1912

Early action on these ageing plants would then leave just five power plants totaling
close to 6GW of capacity. These are more modern plants, but the majority of them
will still have completed close to 30 years of operations by the year 2020, as shown in
Table 3 below. A retirement plan linked to plant ages could be a means of providing
an orderly transition linked to the continued deployment of renewable.
Most notably, the Enel plant at Torrevaldaliga Nord will be just 10 years old in 2020,
and is therefore already at risk of becoming a stranded asset. Given that it was
commissioned in 2010, following the passage of domestic and EU climate policies,
Enel can have few complaints that the plant will face an accelerate closure timetable.
A proactive approach by Enel would see it agree to shut down ageing and inefficient
plants quickly, with the Torrevaldaliga Nord plant to then follow during the 2020s.
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Table 3: Coal plants requiring accelerated retirement plans

Owner
Enel

Plant
Brindisi Sud

Torrevaldaliga
Nord
Sulcis
A2A
EPH

Brescia
Fiume Santo

Total

Unit
1

MW
660

2
3
4

660
660
660

5
6
7
2a
3

660
660
660
350
240

3
3
4

75
320
320
5925

Age Status
24
Italy’s biggest coal power plant,
featured in the ‘Dirty 30’ of
23
European emitters. Hosted a
22
50MW CCS pilot, but no plans for
22
retrofit.
6
Plant conversion from previous oil5
fired generating units. The second
5
of Italy’s plants in the ‘Dirty 30’ list.
10
Located at coal mine, which is set
29
to close by 2018.29
27
23
22

Co-generation using gas and coal
Recently sold by E.On to Czech
utility EPH.

Applying a plant lifetime retirement filter
To illustrate the impact of a coal phase-out in Italy, we extrapolated from current data
how coal capacity retirements could be spread out over the coming decades if plants
were decommissioned after 35 years of operations. After 35 years, coal power plants
can reasonably be assumed to have recovered their investment costs, so shutting
them down to achieve climate objectives would generally not result in losses for the
operator.
Figure 5: Italy’s coal plant fleet and retirement profile

Source: E3G calculations, data from WWF Italy, Assocarboni.it, TERNA
29

As noted above, there are plans, backed by the government of Sardinia, to build a 450MW coal unit with CCS. A proposed
incentive scheme for the CCS unit has been struck down by the European Commission. This would not be an ENEL plant.
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As shown by Figure 5 above, Italy’s coal power capacity is split between older
outdated units that are already ripe for retirement, and a small number of newer
units that could conceivably continue operations for several decades. If a 35-years
lifetime limit was enforced, 3.8GW of capacity would be closed immediately in 2015.
There would then be a hiatus of near zero closures over the coming 10 years to 2025,
before 3GW of closures in the next decade.
Such an approach would leave 5.6GW operational beyond 2025, with 2.3GW
potentially still operating beyond 2035. These most recent plants are therefore at risk
of becoming stranded assets, as a 35-year lifetime should not be automatically
assumed for plants where investment decisions had been taken subsequent to the
agreement of domestic and EU climate targets.
Instead, and in the context of the need for deeper reductions in CO2 emissions over
the coming decades, the accelerated closure of these remaining coal plants would be
an easy win to reduce a substantial source of Italy’s total CO2 emissions. With Enel
seeking to become a carbon neutral energy company by 2050, these plants will be
firmly in the spotlight.
Italy has a seat at the global top table through its membership of the G7, but it is yet
to take on a proactive climate leadership role. Through its relationship with Enel, the
Italian government can help drive a domestic coal phase out and accelerate the
international transition away from coal. The Italian government is well placed to take
such action alongside its G7 peers during 2015, but it will need to make clear
commitments and deliver a robust set of implementing policies to ensure the timely
closure of its last eight coal plants during the 2020s.
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